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At the time our interests at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center were focused on maximizing the performance of TCP over highspeed networks1 . In pursuit of this, we standardized TCP Selective
Acknowledgment[11], which permitted TCP to maintain its self
clock across round trips with multiple packet drops. In the years
since then, a lot more work has been done but now we argue that
Jacobson88 and the Macroscopic Model have been pushed as far as
they can take us.
In this editorial, we examine the impact of “Bottleneck Bandwidth and Round-trip propagation time” (BBR) TCP[12, 13] on past
research on congestion control. BBR is a new approach to congestion control based on an entirely new set of principles. In a very
real sense BBR is a “redo” of Jacobson88. BBR makes the Macroscopic Model irrelevant, and calls into question three decades of
research that is explicitly or implicitly based on the assumptions in
Jacobson88.

ABSTRACT
The TCP Macroscopic Model will be completely obsolete soon. It
was a closed form performance model for Van Jacobson’s landmark congestion control algorithms presented at Sigcomm’88. Jacobson88 requires relatively large buffers to function as intended,
while Moore’s law is making them uneconomical.
BBR-TCP is a break from the past, unconstrained by many of the
assumptions and principles defined in Jacobson88. It already out
performs Reno and CUBIC TCP over large portions of the Internet,
generally without creating queues of the sort needed by earlier
congestion control algorithms. It offers the potential to scale better
while using less queue buffer space than existing algorithms.
Because BBR-TCP is built on an entirely new set of principles, it
has the potential to deprecate many things, including the Macroscopic Model. New research will be required to lay a solid foundation for an Internet built on BBR.
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CLOCKING IN TCP

In addition to the congestion algorithms described above, Jacobson88 introduced two key design principles: packet conservation
and self clock.
“Packet conservation” is the explicit constraint that packets could
only be sent into the network when earlier packets have left the network. A data packet sent by the sender would: traverse the network
to the data receiver; the receiver generated an acknowledgement
(ACK); which traversed back through the network; granting permission for the sender to release additional packets. The sender usually
sent the same number of packets as the receiver reported were
delivered, maintaining an approximately fixed number of packets
in flight. The congestion control algorithm periodically adjusted
the number of packets in flight by sending fewer or extra packets
in response to some ACKs.
Packet conservation naturally tends to implement a self clock.
While TCP is successfully maintaining a full network, there will typically be a standing queue of packets at the dominant bottleneck. As
the packets pass through the bottleneck and traverse the network
they maintain an approximately fixed-sized queue at the bottleneck.
This flow of packets provides a “clock” for the entire communication system, such that the bottleneck is busy and everything else
happens just in time to keep the bottleneck busy.
Jacobson88 worked well in a world where there were no delaysensitive applications and memory was cheap enough that most

INTRODUCTION

The TCP Macroscopic Model[1] estimates that Reno TCP performance is proportional to one over the square root of the loss probability. It was derived from the algorithms described in Van Jacobson’s landmark paper “Congestion Avoidance and Control”[2]
This paper, and the principles of window based congestion control
defined within, form the foundation of most congestion control
work for the operational Internet over the last three decades. It is
so well known that it is often cited without a formal reference as
Jacobson88.
Jacobson88 describes the Congestion Avoidance algorithm (from
[3]) and Slowstart algorithms. Our model estimated an upper bound
on the average performance of the Additive Increase / Multiplicative Decrease behavior of the Congestion Avoidance algorithm.
Others have provided more refined estimates which also modeled
other aspects of TCP behavior, such as receiver window limits and
timeouts[4].
Over the years, the congestion control algorithms in Jacobson88
evolved into the modern Reno[5], Compound[6] and CUBIC[7] TCP
variants which are commonly seen in the Internet today.

1 For

perspective, at that time our highest speed network was a 800 Mbps point to
point connection between two supercomputers in a data center[8]. Our "high-speed"
LAN was 100 Mbps FDDI[9] and our shared connection the vBNS[10] was OC-3 (155
Mbps), which was later upgraded to OC-12 (622 Mbps).
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network devices had large enough queue buffers at the bottleneck
to provide a good, stable self clock.
The key parameter of a network queue is drain time: how long
does it take for a full queue to completely drain through the bottleneck if no additional packets arrive? If the drain time is slightly
larger than the path round trip time it turns out to be fairly easy for
Jacobson88 style congestion control to maintain a queue at the bottleneck and attain 100% utilization across a wide range of conditions.
All of the old TCP variants could do this. Newer algorithms, such
as CUBIC[7], substantially improve on Jacobson88 under less ideal
conditions, but don’t generally change the underlying self-clock
and packet conservation principles.
However, Moore’s law dooms large buffers deep in the interior of
the Internet. The problem is that maintaining constant drain time
in the presence of ever increasing interface (link) speeds requires
that the pace of progress for the queue buffer memory exceeds
Moore’s law. Colloquially Moore’s law states that the product of
speed (clock rate) and complexity (device count) doubles every 18
months. Consider the following thought experiment: Internet data
rates have been doubling roughly every 2 years (slightly slower
than Moore’s law). To maintain constant drain time the queue buffer
memory has to double in size every 2 years. It also has to double
in speed every 2 years. With data rates doubling every 2 years, the
speed-complexity product for buffer memory has to double every
year to maintain constant drain time. There is no cost effective
way to do this, and as a consequence over a span of decades the
available drain times have been dropping for the fastest devices on
the network.
For the fastest network switches (100Gb/s per port and above)2
drain times are now sub millisecond[14]. These queues are not large
enough to shift packets in time by as much as a millisecond, and as
a consequence self clock is unable to smooth out colliding bursts
from different senders. Furthermore, the use of packet loss as the
primary congestion signal requires sufficient buffering to allow for
multiplicative backoff without wasting link bandwidth.The investigation of buffering requirements has been an active research area
for 25 years, without any convincing resolution[15–19]. The underlying assumption in Jacobson88, that the network has sufficient
buffering, is not sustainable given the economic realities of scaling
network buffer sizes.
At the same time the Internet edge has developed the opposite
problem: in home networks where data rates are relatively low (typically 1 Gb/s and below), it is easy to build large buffers with plenty
of bandwidth. These devices can have queue drain times in the seconds or tens of seconds range, a problem known as BufferBloat[20].
There is a common theme here: Jacobson88 does not manage
bottleneck queue occupancy, and in fact controls against queue
full, rather than the onset of queueing. Although the research in
alternatives goes back a long way[21], none have met the bar for
wide deployment.

3

BBR takes a substantially different approach to congestion control. It uses measurements to construct an explicit model of the
network bottleneck and the rest of the path. This model predicts
when the bottleneck is about to become idle (i.e. have available
capacity); it aims to transmit new data just-in-time to keep bottleneck utilization high without causing excessive queue occupancy.
This approach can eventually optimize both bandwidth and buffer
utilization across the entire Internet performance spectrum.
The algorithms, code and testing experience have been widely
published[12, 13, 22] and are not described in detail here. The BBR
algorithms are based on four broad principles:
• With a few exceptions, transmissions are paced: scheduled
by some mechanism such as tcp_fq[23] or a Carousel timing wheel[24]. Pacing eliminates the need for the network
to preserve a self clock and reduces variance in the data
rates at all network bottlenecks, which in turn reduces the
transient queues everywhere, making more efficient use of
precious network buffer memory. Carousel also improves
the efficiency of resident kernel buffer memory, because it
enables TCP to deliver data to the network layer just-in-time.
Pacing also improves transactional flows (short on/off flows)
because after a pause TCP can be restarted at its prior rate.
Without pacing, every transaction must either slowstart or
restart at line rate.
• BBR builds an explicit model of the network and bottleneck.
The primary parameters are maximum delivered data rate
(max_BW ) of the forward path and minimum Round Trip
Time (min_RTT ) of the entire path. There are also parameters
that characterize ACK aggregation and jitter, ECN markings,
etc.
• The BBR framework emphasizes model parameters that have
concrete definitions and are calculated from direct measurements of the packet stream. They can also be approximated
by passive observations of sent and received packets. Contrast this to cwnd and ssthresh which are heuristics that do
not reflect well defined network properties and can only be
indirectly inferred from observing packets.
• The key innovation behind BBR is using different experiments to measure min_RTT and max_BW at disjoint times.
BBR introduces new assumptions that the network usually
has relatively stable properties and that non-overlapping
measurements can accurately estimate the optimal operating point.
The core algorithm in BBR is to dither the paced sending rate
above and below the maximum observed received data rate, max_BW .
The maximum receive rate is probed by sending at 125% of max_BW .
If the network is already full and flows have reached their fair share,
the observed max_BW won’t change. min_RTT is observed every
time the network is underfilled, either due to application pauses
(transactions) or by deliberately reducing the sending rate for one
round trip every 10 seconds. These measurement experiments are
managed by a collection of heuristics that are really what determine BBRs personality and how it interacts with other flows. BBR
provides a modular and extensible framework for heuristics, with
all parameters specified in standard units. Although we believe that

BBR

BBR’s genesis came from Van Jacobson himself, reflecting on the
failings of Jacobson88 in modern networks.
2 There

are routers on the market that have long drain times at these rates but they
are extremely expensive.
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BBR’s core algorithms form a solid framework, the suite of measurement heuristics is still evolving, and presents many opportunities
for future work.
Google is already using BBR for both internal and external traffic, and can confirm that BBR performs better (higher data rate
and/or lower queue occupancy) than CUBIC for web, video, and
RPC traffic[25]. WhatsApp is also using BBR with measurable improvements to performance. The lower queue occupancy indicates
that it is not generally taking capacity away from other transport
protocols and effectively increases the Internet’s capacity, because
network buffers now have more headroom to accept incast flows
and bursts from legacy stacks3 . BBR substantially raises the network efficiency and supports good performance at higher network
loads than self-clocked transport protocols. This effect is easy to
demonstrate[26] and has potential to reduce network costs for all
large content providers. As a consequence many content providers
are testing or have already deployed BBR.
BBRv2 patches are published under dual GPLv2/BSD license[27].
An earlier version is present in the Linux 4.19 LTS train4 People
interested in serious experimentation or bug reporting must follow
the conversation on the public e-mail list[28] and use the most
recent BBR patches. BBR over UDP is part of QUIC in chromium
(BSD license)[29], and saves the effort of configuring and building
kernels. For FAQs and the most up-to-date information about releases see the documentation site[22]. Netflix is working on porting
BBR to FreeBSD. BBR is very much a work in progress and the team
is actively seeking contributions from the community.

4

The academic user community has empirically demonstrated
that BBRv1 starves CUBIC under some conditions[31, 32]. BBRv2
improves coexistence with CUBIC by spacing out the BW probe
experiments to loosely match CUBIC’s declining control frequency
at high data rates and long RTTs. Note that there is a tradeoff here:
making BBR more CUBIC compatible also means that it is subject
to some part of CUBIC’s scale limitations. Making BBR probe less
frequently reduces BBR’s ability to quickly fill freed capacity on
high speed paths. There is a tussle between BBR’s rate agility and
extent to which BBR avoids starving CUBIC. There are several
additional tussles including: the excess queue needed to probe for
bandwidth; and the maximum steady-state packet loss that BBR
can tolerate or cause.
Note that balancing tussles requires heuristic design compromises that make BBR less optimal under myopic views of its performance. In the case of CUBIC compatibility, one extreme position
might be “crush CUBIC and move on”; while strict backwards compatibility might require that “BBR not harm CUBIC under any
circumstance”. Neither of these positions is healthy for the Internet.
A better approach is to strike a balance between these extremes
that can decay over time to follow CUBIC’s declining share of
high-speed traffic.
Since balancing tussles has the potential to cause winners and
losers in other parts of the Internet, the compromises should be
informed by public conversations in Internet standards and research
communities. These conversations take place on the BBR public email list[28] and in the Internet Congestion Control Research Group
(ICCRG) of the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF). Standardization
is still a ways off.
There are also open opportunities to add more heuristics to
BBR to support additional congestion signals. For example in networks where ACKs authentically reflect packet delivery times, delay
gradient[33, 34] and chirping[35] are known to be able to provide
early and more accurate estimates of the path capacity. We believe
that many window based congestion control algorithms could be
recast into BBR’s rate-based framework. Other examples include
DCTCP[36],5 and Remy[37]. Furthermore, to the extent that these
algorithms can be adapted to BBR, BBR has the potential to match
or outperform any congestion control algorithm that has ever been
built on Jacobson88, limited only by the design compromises needed
to balance tussles.
It is our belief that convincing the community that BBR is safe
enough to unconditionally deploy in all environments (i.e. is a
candidate default congestion control) requires either adding algorithms to use all significant congestion signals or demonstrating
why these signals are fully redundant and never provide additional
information.

OPENING A NEW ERA...

These are new research questions, following from BBR.
There is still a lot of work to do before BBR is completely “finished.” Although Google has good data on BBR performance in its
own serving environment, this data may not be representative of
the Internet at large. In particular, paths from Google and other
large content providers all have similar structures: the serving end
of the path is typically subject to load balancing and admission control, and is only rarely congested. The bottleneck is nearly always
near the user and has large buffers. The path in between, through
the ISP, is likely to be short. In this environment, BBR quickly discovers the available capacity at the user’s bottleneck and can keep
it full without creating large queues. Google tests paths fitting into
this pattern at scale, so it is no surprise that the results for the latest
BBR are consistently better than with CUBIC (faster and/or lower
queue occupancy)[30].
However this does not prove that BBR is safe and stable in all
parts of the Internet. Although available in Linux today, it is still
very much a work in progress, and off by default. Content providers
and researchers who have sufficient knowledge and interest can
turn it on and monitor its impact on their own services and networks. As more site engineers and researchers try it out, the community will gain confidence that there are no lurking surprises.

5

... AND CLOSING AN OLD ERA

These are old research questions that we thought we understood, but
maybe not. In general we picked on the oldest paper in each area.
Subsequent derived work likely suffers a similar fate.

3 As

long as ECN marking rate and the loss rate stay reasonable and there is headroom
in the buffers, BBR can’t cause too much backpressure on legacy protocols.
LTS version does not perform well over WiFi and other environments that
aggregate or thin ACKs, but it can be turned on in Debian and many other Linux
distros: sudo sysctl -w net.ipv4.tcp_congestion_control=bbr ;. All of the versions
in the mainline kernel are known to give anomalous results in some environments.

4 The

5 BBRv2

includes a reimplementation of DCTCP. The ECN community is currently
engaged in an active tussle over ECN semantics and algorithms. BBR is likely to evolve
to match the emerging consensus.
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BBR is a radical change from all past congestion control algorithms. It is so different that it is difficult to tell what parts of the
existing knowledge base may apply to BBR.
Needless to say, the old TCP Models[1, 4] do not apply to BBR at
all, because BBR is not AIMD. Furthermore, all papers or standards
built on these models are also suspect. The results may still be
correct, but at the very least, the underlying assumptions in the
research need to be revisited.
The traditional TCP self clock clashes with channel arbitration
algorithms present in nearly all mobile and shared media, such as
WiFi, LTE, and DOCSIS. This phenomenon was first observed in
the Ethernet capture effect[40] and has heavily influenced many
channel arbitration designs since then. The essence of the problem
is that data on the forward path blocks the ACKs on the return
path which are needed to preserve the self clock. The natural consequence is that you observe alternating bursts of data and ACKs. In
many (poor) designs you see one burst of data per round trip time
and the bottleneck is idle while the data and ACKs traverse the rest
of the path. In better designs the channel reverses direction more
frequently and the shared bottleneck is kept busy by overlapping it
with data and ACKs traversing the rest of the path.
BBR changes the details: it keeps sending data for a while, even
without ACKs, which might make the problem better (data keeps
flowing) or worse, if more newly arriving data keeps the channel
stuck in the forward direction for longer. In principle all channel
arbitration designs and their measurement studies might need to
be revisited with BBR. However, many of these problems were
observed in serving content to Google’s users, and were in fact used
to tune BBR’s design. In particular, the BW probe phase deliberately
creates a temporary queue that sufficiently resembles CUBIC’s
behavior in order to trigger scheduling heuristics present in some
channel arbitration algorithms. These heuristics use queue backlogs
to trigger high bandwidth modes.
It would be better if the LTE scheduling algorithms could be
co-engineered with BBR, because as it stands today BBR induces
temporary queues that potentially jitter all other flows for all Internet users everywhere it is deployed. Although temporary queues
are necessary to probe max_BW , their dimensions (duration and/or
queue depth) might be reduced if LTE used some other signal to
detect bulk flows.
Another area open for new research is to consider how BBR
might affect future network design at the highest levels. For example, the widespread use of CDNs (Content Delivery Networks)
has divided up paths at the transport layer resulting in shorter
round trip times. There has been a symbiotic relationship between
CDNs and the TCP described by the Macroscopic Model because
it predicts that shorter RTTs improve performance. BBR may no
longer have this limitation and could shift designs at the highest
level to emphasize capacity more and packet loss and RTT less
when building networks.
All observations about packet trains and bursts in the Internet
need to be revisited[41]. It was an explicit goal of the pacing to
better interleave traffic (to avoid back-to-back data packets). From
queue occupancy statistics mixed traffic from multiple BBR sources
appears to be non-stationary Gaussian (no self correlation at the
time scales smaller than queue drain times) and thus simple queue
occupancy models apply.

Self clocking in TCP leads to interdependence between packet
timings on a timescale of round trips rather than individual packet
transmissions. This amplifies minute effects into larger scale effects
and evidence of this can be seen in a variety of studies done in
the 1990s[42–45]. In a world where much traffic becomes paced
instead of self-clocked, at least one source of inherent burstiness will
fundamentally change. This suggests a need for new traffic studies
to understand what has changed, and what remains the same. A
companion editorial in this issue[46], by Mark Crovella, examines
the mindset needed to conduct good research into Internet traffic.
Measurenet Lab is rolling out a new platform[38] that will support an improved version of NDT over BBR[39]. Early results suggest Internet performance measurements that are more stable and
better calibrated than other measurement tools.
For everybody who has worked on congestion control, reflect on
how deprecating Jacobson88 might affect your results. And don’t
forget all textbooks and coursework as well.

6

CONCLUSION

BBR is a break from the past, unconstrained by many of the assumptions and principles in Jacobson88. It already out performs CUBIC
over a large portion of the Internet, generally without creating
queues of the sort needed by earlier congestion control algorithms.
We see the transition from window based to rate-based congestion
control to be inevitable, due to its potential to more efficiently use
precious network buffers and the intrinsic deployment incentives
for anybody serving content at large scales. We believe that BBR’s
core algorithms form a sound framework for an evolving suite of
heuristic measurement strategies that will eventually recoup most
that we have learned from Jacobson88. As BBR matures, it offers
the potential to scale better and use substantially less queue buffer
space than prior algorithms.
We were fortunate to be able to contribute to the understanding
of TCP dynamics at a time when the Internet was just beginning
the transition from an academic and research tool to becoming in
many ways the lifeblood of modern society. As a community, our
congestion control knowledge base, mental models and intuition
have been built on the principles espoused in Jacobson88 more
than three decades ago. In reflecting back for this 50th anniversary
of SIGCOMM, we see that the era of TCP dynamics built upon
self-clocked, window-based congestion control is coming to a close.
Looking ahead, who can say what the next 30 years might bring?
It isn’t unreasonable to think that the Internet could be approaching 1 trillion connected devices. At the outskirts, commercial space
flight may mean a much vaster Internet than we have today. Closer
to home, IoT will bring more and more connected devices into our
homes and personal spaces, requiring careful attention to privacy
and security. Some applications such as transportation and medical devices hold lives in their hands. In recent years we’ve seen a
significant public awakening to many of the risks associated with
an ever more connected world. Transport layer encryption, largely
via TLS/SSL, is becoming the norm. Some applications are raising
the standard to end-to-end application security by design (including techniques such as “encryption at rest"[48] and “end-to-end
encryption”[49, 50] which are designed to protect security even if
the“service they are using performs unsatisfactorily”[51].
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Jacobson88 was a direct response to congestion collapse in the
early Internet. Today, an equivalent event at scale would be enormously disruptive. 30 years from now, it could be disastrous. Safety
and security have become increasingly important in all aspects of
networking, and need to be a bedrock principle in research going
forward.
The coming era will require re-examination of much of what we
have learned about Internet traffic dynamics. Some observations
will stand, particularly ideas anchored in the underlying statistics
and mathematics of packet switched networks. Others need to be
swept away with Jacobson88.
In any case, we will have three decades of past knowledge to
revisit, review and relearn.
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